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Name, Affiliation
Steven Purdy
Private Citizen

Elisabeth Rad
Private Citizen

Peg Bucur
Private Citizen

Comment
Please support giving all of us the correct values and information regarding EMF exposure.
Thank you.
Since our children are exposed to microwave emissions from cellphones can the NTP look deeper into the health effects of
these emissions and provide the public with definitive and conclusive recommendations...
I’m writing with much concern regarding information being suppressed by the telecommunications industry about EMF’s.
The honest truth needs to be made available to the public and let them decide how to choose the safest use of their cell
phones, wi-fi, etc. Please do not allow the truth to be hidden from the public. We need this information to make sound, safe
decisions. Thank you!

Private Citizen

Peg Bucur
I am highly concerned about the down playing of vital information by the telecommunication industries regarding the
cancer conducive effect of cell phone radiation.
Our government seeks to protect big business vs the health and well being of its citizens.
Sincerely,
Adelaide Williamson, CSJ
I am very concerned about the health concerns of cellphone use. We need protection!
Cheryl Hammett

Francisca G. Yus

Good morning,

Adelaide Williamson
Private Citizen

Cheryl Hammett

Private Citizen

Tara Clancy
Private Citizen

Blanca Pimentel
Private Citizen

I am totally aware of the cel radiation.I feel it.Please keep in touch.Thank you.
I am very concerned about the reporting of the findings of the NTP animal studies on EMFs.
Please report the findings in a way that is reflective of concern for our well being rather protective of cell phone companies’
profits.
There is no reason the interpretation of the data from 2016 to 2018 should have changed.
There is nothing more important than the health of our population.
Thank you.
My concern to EMF that could effect my
!!

Denise
Private Citizen

Suzanne Eovaldi
Private Citizen

Sharon Thompson
Private Citizen

Laura Sands
Private Citizen

Suzanne Miles
Private Citizen

Barbara Burns
Private Citizen

Judith A.
Private Citizen

Hello,
I am writing to express my concern about your company not exposing the truth about the danger and seriousness of cell
phone EMF to the public just to increase your profits.Shame on you. Please do the right thing and expose the truth so we
can all be safe and healthy.Especially for our grandchildren
health and future generations.
Thankyou
STOP cellphone exposure now-Issue warnings that "International Agency for Research on Cancer-WHO- declares cellphones
a GROUP 2B possible carcinogen!//cellphone radiation's main damage is "systemic cellular & mitochondrial damage that
contributes to many health problems and chronic disease": Dr. Joseph Mercola//brain cancers are a threat//Dr. David
McCormick, Illinois Institute of Technology,: "Cellphone RF=radio frequency=is potentially carcinogenic in humans!" thank
you Suzanne Eovaldi,
/ BS, MA, MS/
I just read Dr. Mercola's article about the dangers of cell phone usage. With teens using them so much, someone must
publish the dangers involved. I appreciate his effort to get this information to at least some of the population.
Thank you! Sharon Thompson,
I am very concerned about the risk of EMF exposure. I would like the truth and protection! Thank you for keeping our safety
as your main goal. Thank you, Laura Sands
I am concerned about the massive whitewashing that is being catalyzed by the telecommunications industry to suppress the
truth and expose me and my
to dangerous levels of EMF so they can increase their profits.
Please help do something to protect us
Sincerely,
Suzanne Miles
Dear Sirs,
I’m very concerned about the negative health effects of radiation from cell phones and the suppression and minimization of
studies proving it.
To whom (hopefully someone out there) it may concern,
I am a telephone receptionist(23 years) in a government office with bullet proof glass surrounding me.
It has 2 monitors, 1 computer, 2 telephones, 1 cell phone and one 2 way speaker system in a 10 x 8 cubicle.
I use a wire headphone for the switchboard and always use my wire earbuds for my cell phone.
It is impossible for me to hold my cellphone for more that 5 minutes. My
starts
and really bothers
Using my cell phone against
is totally impossible and hurts
as well). I have stopped using our microwave in the kitchen 1 1/2 years
ago because I am
.
Please be an advocate of new safe methods for all of us to make a living and staying healthy
by doing so along with the convenience of using great communication tools of the day.
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I thank you kindly for allowing me to express my concerns in this form.
Blessings for good health,
Judith A.

Freda Farrell
Private Citizen

Joella Sausen
Private Citizen

I am very concerned about the radiation our cell phones emit, please take this serious and do something about this. Thank
you Freda Farrell.
I am an actively voting citizen of the United States of America who is very concerned about the effects of cell phones on my
body and tissues and would appreciate the government doing all possible to protect us from those effects.
Joella Sausen

Joanne Schumann

Please help with the radiation problem

Private Citizen

Janice Hiley
Private Citizen

Patricia Lounsbury
Private Citizen

Jeff Pender
Private Citizen

Please make efforts to inform the public about the potential hazard of using cell phones as they relate to incidences of
cancer in rats per a recent study by IIT Research Institute.
Thank you!
Please prevent and remedy the massive whitewashing that is being catalyzed by the telecommunications industry to
suppress the truth and expose
and me to dangerous levels of EMF so they can increase their profits.
Gratefully,
Patricia Lounsbury, RN-BC, BSN, MEd, FAACVPR,
| Dedicated to improving cardiovascular health
As a retired scientist I am writing to bring to your attention the fact that the telecommunications industry should not
set America's agenda concerning your responsibility to me and other citizens to objectively evaluate the risks of radio
frequency radiation (other than tissue heating) on human health. The literature and acts of other governmental bodies
make it clear that such radiation presents a clear and present danger to cause systemic cellular and mitochondrial
damage. More recently I have reviewed a study on the effects of electric fields on the behavior of voltage-gated calcium
channels. In essence, such fields overwhelm the flow of Ca ions into the cell and disrupt metabolic function.
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Please don't ignore these risks any longer. If you are conducting or have conducted such studies, I would appreciate a
reference that I could access without charge.

Susan Schnabel
Private Citizen

Sincerely,
Jeff Pender
Hello,
I am writing to express my concern of exposure to dangerous levels of EMF with our society’s use of cell phones. We
support any and all regulations forcing telecommunications manufacturers to be held to standards of compliance that,
where use of their devices, is NOT dangerous to the consumer and to those around them. Children are exposed to these
devices at a very young age and sometimes even during pregnancy. We cannot afford to be complacent on this topic, as
MOST people own a cell phone…and so do their children.
Please let me know what I can do to be proactive and help!

Margaret Cicuto

Sincerely,
Susan Schnabel
I had this thought quite a long time ago.

Private Citizen

Private Citizen

I am writing to request that you enforce the need to reduce EMF signals in our electronics and environment. We do not
need to risk the health of ourselves and our environment for the sake of large corporations pocket books.

Diandra Douglas

Terrie Walker
Dear Sir,

Terrie Walker

Private Citizen

Something must be done regarding the EMF waves all of us are being continually and indiscriminately bombarded with ,
especially in urban areas.
The health repercussions of EMF waves bombarding the human cell , breaking down the healthy functioning of our bodies.
This factor along withe consumption of GMO foods, and other industrial environmental toxins in our air and water supply is
causing an explosion in the rise of Autoimmune diseases ,50 Million plus cases and counting!
Autoimmune then can lead to cancer, rheumatoid arthritis , heart disease ,diabetes, Alz etc.
Fertility rates in America are also rapidly declining.
How will we take care of all these sick people going forward?
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Please , you must do what is ethically correct and STOP this EMF proliferation!
Sincerely,

MaryEllen Williams
Private Citizen

Diandra Douglas
Hello, I am writing to express my concern and interest in the studies done to date regarding cellphone radiation. I think it is
a very important human health matter as 91% of Americans now own cellphones. It is very difficult to avoid exposure so I
feel it is imperative to have as much information as possible regarding this carcinogenic radiation.
Please continue to fund the research, but more importantly let’s please ACT on the findings by addressing the strength of
the radiation etc. in future recommendations, policies, industry standards and laws.
Thank You,

Danna Testa
Private Citizen

Toni Logan
Private Citizen

Julie Kuras
Private Citizen

Janice Breth

MaryEllen (Bormett) Williams
I am sick of you politicians and big business destroying our lives of health when is it going to matter that you r killing people
with your ignoring facts and data? You and your families will be affected as well thanks to your greed and selfishness
This is the routine all too often, profits in front of ethics, whitewashing that is being catalyzed by the telecommunications
industry to suppress the truth and expose you and your family to dangerous levels of EMF so they can increase their profits
Please unblock any studies done about cell phone damage. I have two
that are
and I do not want
unhealthy or damage
Other countries have a much stricter regulations about self own use and children.
America is always the last… We allow such an abundance of pesticides and herbicides unlike other countries. In many
countries cell phones are not allowed for children under 12 years old. All in the name of money and corporate profit.
Please get the dangers of EMF and cell phone radiation out to the people. Don’t let big company’s profits stop the truth .

Private Citizen

Audrey Armstrong
Private Citizen

Hi I am writing to express my concern about the dangers of cel phone radiation. There is a growing body of scientific evidence
(not funded by the telecom industry or its shils) that is revealing the dangers of cel phone radiation. This is a major public
health concern and should not be ignored.
Sincerely,
Audrey Armstrong
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Carol W. Guffey

Dear Sir:

Private Citizen
PLEASE address the dangers to all Americans caused by electromagnetic waves! The evidence is overwhelming, but the
telecommunications industry wants to bury it, of course.
Everyone's children are endangered by this, EVERYONE'S!

Private Citizen

Thank you!
I am writing because I am very concern that the dangers of EMF is being concealed from the general population and will
lead to a profound public health crisis in the next 5-10 years. The people have the right to know what is being discovered by
by such pioneers in the field as Martin Pall, and the research that is being disclosed in Europe. This e-mail was in one of Dr.
Mercolsa’ newletters. Not certain who is receiving this. However I developed
when smart meters were
installed. Please protect people not profiteers! Sincerely

Carmen Miller

Please stop the EMF radiation that is consuming our

Judith A. Light

Private Citizen

Christina Mckelvey
Private Citizen

Bergman’s
Private Citizen

from our cell phones, etc.

Thank you.
Perhaps we should be more concerned about our cell phone use, but are data results being revealed in a precise manner? I
really don't want to find out the hard way, do you?
Please take note that EMF from Cell phones and other environmental polutions that surround us daily. There is research
out that proves their is damage to our cells and diseases caused by the break down of our cells.

Private Citizen

Significant oxidative stress breaks our DNA. This destruction is causing unprecedented growth rate of chronic disease.
Please consider the health and future of our children in any decisions that involve RFs (cell towers and 5G).
Don’t choose big business and money over doing the right thing for our health.

Regina Starrett

Hello!

Denise Watson

Private Citizen

I definitely support further action to get more research started concerning cellphones and the negative RF radiation effects.
Very comprehensive article from Mercola.com:
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https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/02/21/cellphone-radiation-linked-to-tumors.aspx

Betsy Taylor
Private Citizen

Respectfully,
Regina Starrett
I am very concerned with the cancer ( and other) dangers of cell phones, particularly for my
. So Many people
carry them around constantly on their bodies. I believe they are dangerous and should be exposed for the danger they
pose to the health of everyone using them. This needs to be exposed in order to protect the populous at large from future
major health issues.
Thank you for listening and acting on this.
Sincerely,
Betsy Taylor
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